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San Bernardino County is taking a big step toward working to reduce recidivism among mentally ill
offenders through its Corrections to a Safer Community (CTASC) program, after a jail study
conducted by CA Fwd’s Justice System Change Initiative (https://cafwd-secure.org/cafwd/pce) team
showed that those with mental illness are booked twice as often and stay three times longer than
the general population. This difference points to the need to identify and refer those with serious
mental health issues to program designed to serve this population in more targeted ways.
“The goal of the program is to assist in the reduction of the incarceration of individuals who have a
mental illness while ensuring their transition to services in the community,” said CTASC Forensic
Division Manager Terri Franklin. “The program seeks to reduce the recidivism rate for those
seriously mentally ill persons leaving the San Bernardino Type II jails.” Often individuals have a dual
diagnosis of mental illness and substance use disorders. CTASC addresses the treatment and
supportive needs of those individuals with a mental illness and a co-occurring substance abuse
disorder.
The program has received more than 400 referrals in the first nine months of the program from a
range of early identification sources. The vast majority of those referred to the program are seen
within five days of booking, which points to increased collaboration and coordination between
agencies.
The program, which is part of the county’s Department of Behavioral Health and is embedded in the
jails in partnership with the Sheriff’s Department, uses a three-pronged approach: jail diversion, prerelease engagement and facilitating community re-entry.
CTASC works with the Public Defender’s office to identify mentally ill individuals early in their jail
stay and facilitate speedy resolution of their criminal matter. If it is a non-violent case that may have
occurred because of the person mental illness, such as a public nuisance case, clinicians will work
with the public defender’s office and the courts to divert that person to treatment instead of a longer
stay in jail.
The CTASC team also meets with patients while they are in jail to enhance engagement in jail and
coordinate care before release. The clinicians will interview them and develop a reentry plan to
ensure that their needs are met upon release and they have a smooth transition back into the
community.
Once an individual with mental illness is released, the CTASC team begins a process of successful
reintegration by addressing basic needs and intensive care coordination. At the release from jail,
CTASC staff are there to meet and transport them to the program that’s been arranged for them prerelease. This is known as the “warm hand-off” and makes sure that the individual is connected to
services.
Added Franklin, “We want to make sure that we’re filling the gaps. We don’t want to replicate what
somebody else is already doing in the community. So if there’s already someone providing a
service, we’ll case manage them to that provider. But in those instances where there’s no prior
services, then CTASC will be filling that gap.”
Besides the Public Defender’s office, CTASC also works with the District Attorney’s office, the courts
and the Sheriff’s Department. “Through all of our collective efforts, we’re making this a successful
program," said Franklin. "This is definitely a collaborative effort."
It’s been less than a year since CTASC was created and the team already is having an impact in
people’s lives. To illustrate the benefits of the program to clients, CTASC Clinical Therapist Valerie
Williams talked about a young man who was eligible for early release. “We were able to arrange an
appointment with him at a DBH clinic so he was able to continue his psychiatric medication. We
assisted him in obtaining a state ID, helped him regain visitation with his daughter, got his social
security reinstated and he is currently in the process of being linked to a longer term program.”
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And, according to Clinic Supervisor Giselle Lopez, word is getting out across the state. “We had
letters from the state prison from individuals learning about our program and asking about
assistance as well. It’s not only the community, but patients themselves know about our program
and are asking for help.”
Because CTASC is a new program, it will evolve to meet the needs of its patients. Plans are
currently underway to add peer and family advocates who will work with the patients as part of the
ongoing case management. Peer and Family advocates are individuals or family member who have
“lived experience” with behavioral health needs.
Franklin added, “The beauty of a new program is that we’re building this as we’re flying it."
Innovative programs like CTASC are a step toward lowering jail recurrence of the mentally ill and
addressing the disparate impacts of those with mental illness.
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